
John, 

 

We have no conflicts having to do with your appointment.  Not to be redundant, my point simply 

was sometimes the Board says things without following-thru.  Unfortunately, this occurs with 

every Board with much of it or any confusion about it just being 'human nature'.  Prior to your 

moving here the Board was consistently irregular about using the bulletin board by the main 

entrance to the pool for posting what may have been sensitive/timely issues.  It is not my intent 

to criticize any Board for their "play by play" as I'm not perfect myself.  It is not the intent of this 

mail to enumerate each example of missing notifications on the bulletin board.  Board work is 

tedious at times and always voluntary.  Every Board member knows this.    

  

 

Likewise, I have no issue with the way in which the appointee was given the job.  My point was 

it was told to me that advertising for the position would be on a flier under the glass at the 

bulletin board by the main entrance to the pool.  There was no posting about it in any subsequent 

Newsletter, there was no posting about it on the bulletin board at the rear of the pool facility.  I 

do recall some delay in your appointment and your point is well-taken.  You're high-profile and 

always out there-!  You are one of our best Board members in recent years, too. 

  

 

You were here at this time and can corroborate everything I just mentioned.  It’s fortunate the 

Board achieved what they wanted in obtaining a willing resident to eagerly work with other 

Board members to serve the community.  I think each Board member contributes to our 

community, there's no 'dead wood'. 

 

 

The main benefit to being an appointee is "name recognition" which leads to an easier path to 

become elected at a later election.  You are familiar with this concept having been on other 

boards.   

      

My thanks, 

Walter  

 

 

 

 
John Sisker – Vice President 

Newport Terrace Board of Director 

 


